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Great news this week!  Two Christians who have long suffered in prison have been released!  

Pastor Nguyen Cong Chinh was released from prison in Vietnam on July 28, 2017, after serving 

about half of his 11 year sentence for ‘undermining unity’.  He was then exiled to the United 

States along with his wife and five children. Four days later Maryam Naghash-Zargaran aka 

Nasim was released from prison in Iran, after completing her 4 year sentence for ‘damaging 

national security’.  Unlike Pastor Nguyen she is not safe: like him she needs prayers to recover 

her health, but she is also apparently at risk of new prosecutions. 

In this week’s report (click here to read) we have included the full history of the events in prison, 

as well as that of Tran Thi Hong [Pastor Nguyen’s wife] who also repeatedly suffered at the 

hands of police.  

Other stories include: 

 The priest who was stabbed during Mass in Mexico City’s cathedral in May 2017 has 

died. 

 Two pastors in India were beaten; at least one attacker was arrested, but police also 

arrested the Muslim teen who attempted to rescue them from the attack and who took 

them to the hospital, in an attempt to deflect responsibility from Hindu radicals. 

 Russian conflict over the memory of Tsar Nicholas II and his family: it might be hard for 

Westerners to understand, but the Romanovs have been declared in Russia to be Christian 

martyrs.  Their icons and statues are now found in churches, and the depiction of their 

lives in the media can rouse great passions. 

 An almost comical account of a newly ordained priest and seminarians almost bounced 

from a pub in Wales for wearing clerical garb.  Apparently young happy men could not 

really be Christians, especially if they wore such clothes!  Certainly any suffering in this 

story was not more than a moment, but it has been included because it illustrates again 

how far the West has moved from its Christian heritage. 

http://todaysmartyrs.org/pdf/By%20Publication%20Date%20Weekly/Todays%20Martyrs%202017-07-30%20thru%202017-08-05.pdf


Please look over this week’s report and pray for those who remain in prison, those who have 

been threatened, and those who have been beaten. Pray that more will be free of fear and 

captivity in the very near future. 
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